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INVESTOR’S NEWS FLASH
Ken Coleman is the
editor and publisher
of the acclaimed
Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker
newsletter. With recommendations from
Investment Tracker,
subscribers are up
78.35% over the last
5 years.
Ken is the host of a
nationally syndicated
investment show on
the Gemradio network
and appears regularly
on TNN. He was appointed by the Senate Select Banking
Committee to review
Federal Reserve Policy.
Ken bases his stock
recommendations
on using his unique
Money Flow
Analysis™ system.
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INSIDE:
n Ken Coleman’s
7 surprising
forecasts for
2006 and beyond
to expand your
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you keep what
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Complimentary Report
$7.95 Value

“For 500 years the peasants of Marmato Mountain have eked out
a meager existence mining gold dust and nuggets…
“Drug kingpins and Marxist guerrillas once kept this mountain
wealth far from the consideration of big mining companies…
“But today, with peace and prosperity expanding in this strong
Latin American democracy…
“One junior gold company is well positioned to exploit an estimated
16 million ounces of untapped wealth buried in South America’s…

Lost Mountain
of Gold!
“With gold prices climbing and land leases
secured, this small junior gold company—NAMED
INSIDE—is online to turn every $5,000 you
invest into $30,000 in 18 months or less!”
n Discover how 21st century mining methods will turn the trickle of wealth
of this PROVEN gold producer into an avalanche of gold. See page 9.
n Learn how South America’s finest attorney and top government advisor
crafted the new mining laws of this Latin democracy—and now sits with
this junior gold’s leadership team! See page 8.

PLUS! Find out why America’s premier gold investment tracker is issuing an
urgent buy signal for this company—his #1 junior gold stock of 2006. See page 3.

The full story starts on page 3…

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-663-2203 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

profits of 1,000% and

Uncover
more with America’s

#1 money
flow analysis expert

Ken
Coleman is
the editor and
publisher of
the acclaimed
investment
newsletter,
Kenneth
Coleman’s
Investment Tracker. Using his
incredibly accurate Money Flow
Analysis™ system, he has maximized
profits for subscribers by 45% in just
the past 24 months alone!
In fact, this exclusive analysis
formula has helped Ken predict
virtually every twist and turn of the
economy for the past 27 years. And
for his subscribers, that means safe
navigation through a bear market
that has decimated the portfolios of
most investors.
Ken’s analysis of monetary
liquidity has also made it

possible for him to call:
»	The kickoff of the world’s great
bull market in 1982
» The bond bull market of 1984
»	The dollar’s plunge during
1984–1987
»	The rotational stock market of
1995–1998
»	The dot-com buying mania
from September 1999 to March
2000
»	The dot-com meltdown since
September 2000
»	And the current surge in
GOLD!
Here are just a few of Ken
Coleman’s recommendations that
have already produced huge gains for
his Investment Tracker subscribers:
»	Barrick Gold (NYSE: ABX)
up 48.17%
»	Agnico-Eagle (NYSE: AEM)
up 89.73%
»	Placer Dome (TSX: PDG)
up 93.59%
»	Newmont Mining (NYSE:
NEM) up 183.49%
»	Coeur d’Alene (NYSE: CDE)
up 439.83%
»	Hecla Mining (NYSE: HL)
up an astonishing 1,108%
A $25,000 portfolio evenly divided
among these stocks featured in the
Investment Tracker newsletter
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would be worth $106,766 today—a
remarkable increase of 327.06%
despite the bear market!
It’s easy to see why Ken’s
subscribers have many reasons to
sing his praises, but his advice and
expertise are also sought after by
some of the nation’s top professional
investors and pundits, as well as the
financial community.
In fact, Ken Coleman’s expertise is
so admired, he was appointed by the
Senate Select Banking Committee to
review Federal Reserve Policy.
He also hosts a nationally
syndicated investment show on the
www.gemradio.com network and
appears regularly on the TNN radio
network. He recently cohosted Invest
in America with Mort Downey on
CNBC and appears frequently on TV
to discuss Money Flow Analysis and
Federal Reserve Policy.
Grateful investors from all over
the world rely on Ken Coleman’s
expertise to help them build more
profitable portfolios, while keeping
what they have safe and sound. Isn’t
it time you did the same?
For more details about Kenneth
Coleman’s Investment Tracker
newsletter and how you can get 5
Special Reports absolutely FREE with
your subscription, turn to page 20.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

Kenneth Coleman’s Investment Tracker

SPECIAL INVESTMENT REPORT

Don’t miss out on my
#1 junior gold stock that could
deliver 6 TIMES your investment
in 18 months or less
Profitable picks from
Kenneth Colemans’s Investment
Tracker newsletter
Time and time again Ken Coleman’s Money Flow Analysis
system has led him to top-performing stocks that brought windfall
profits of up to 55% to his subscribers:
Company

Bought At Sold At

Profit

Xoma Ltd.

$2.65

$7.55

124%

Huaneng Power Int.

$29.40

$69.40

136.05%

OmniVision Technologies

$22.66

$61.68

172.19%

Newmont Mining

$17.15

$48.62

183.49%

Pan American Silver Corp.

$5.43

$16.10

196.5%

Dot Hill Systems Corp.

$4.27

$14.96

250.35%

Kinross Gold Corp.

$1.85

$8.13

339.46%

Coeur d’Alene

$1.18

$6.37

439.83%

The Bombay Company, Inc.

$2.31

$10.89

504%

Stryker Corp.

$13.50

$84.40

525.19%

Talk America Holdings, Inc.

$1.10

$8.68

853%

Hecla Mining Co.

$0.77

$9.06

1,108%

Now Ken’s acclaimed Money Flow Analysis system is showing a
“buy now” signal for Colombia Goldfields—Ken’s #1 junior gold stock
for 2006.
To learn more about this remarkable system for bolstering your
profits I urge you to read my Special Report How to Increase Profits
200%–300% Using the Money Flow Cycle. It’s a $29 value—yours
FREE when you subscribe to my Investment Tracker newsletter. See
page 20 for details.
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Dear Investor,

Imagine holding a secret to gold wealth that could
easily turn $5,000 into $30,000 in 18 months or less.
That’s just what I’m offering you right now.
A legendary mountain of gold known for centuries
as a deposit of immense wealth was passed over by the
big mining companies.
They walked away from a potential wealth of
16 million ounces of gold—an estimated $8.8
BILLLION in value.
Why?
Big mining companies stayed away from this
mountain because for years the region was unstable.
The fear of having their operations disrupted by drug
lords or Marxist rebels was not in their interest.
Furthermore, there was fear that the legendary
mountain was just that, a legend. Perhaps the wealth
would keep peasant miners happy, but not a huge
mining operation with tremendous overheads and
invested capital. In the end, they stayed away.
But one junior gold saw the potential. With vast
continued on page 
My #1 Junior Gold Stock for 2006
Colombia Goldfields
Stock Symbol:
OTCBB: CGDF
Price:
$2.21 (as of April 7, 2006)
Projected Price:
$12–$15 in the next 18 months
Recommendation: Strong Speculative Buy
Note: This is an aggressive recommendation with strong potential
for rich returns. To minimize your risk, I routinely recommend
limiting your investment to no more than 5% of your portfolio.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-663-2203 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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607.55% profit in the next 18 months.

experience in Latin America,
knowledge of the local mining
culture and even connections to the
government—this one company saw
a fortune waiting to be claimed.

And I’m forecasting that early
investors could see an investment
grow from $5,000 to $30,000 once
the gold starts coming out of this
legendary mountain.

In fact, they now have the talent,
resources and land leases in place to
make investors like you as much as

This stock cannot be ignored
when you look closely at its
leadership, its planning, its identified
(and rapidly expanding) gold

Newsworthy Notes

resources and its exquisite timing
as the price of gold works its way
skyward.
I’ve spotted many winning
mining stocks in my time. But this
junior gold mining company, which
is still flying below the radar, could
surpass them all.
In this Investor’s News Flash

BIG ANNOUNCEMENT FROM IBBOTSON

Prestigious investment firm announces:
“Precious metals belong in every portfolio”

F

or decades the investment establishment has
turned up its nose at gold and other precious
metals investments, slamming gold at every
opportunity and warning investors about the perils of
owning it.
But last June, the prestigious investment research
firm of Ibbotson Associates released a blockbuster study
confirming what precious metals investors have always
known:

Having gold, silver and platinum in
your portfolio improves its risk-return
characteristics
In Ibbotson’s own words…
“Asset allocations that included
precious metals have better risk-adjusted
performance than asset allocations without
precious metals.”
For a company like Ibbotson, that’s the equivalent of
an all-out buy signal.
For their study, Ibbotson created their own Precious
Metals Index to compare to the performance of other
assets. Here’s what they found:
❖ The index outperformed both cash and inflation
over the 33 years studied—from February 1971 to
December 2004. And the overall performance was
closer to the fixed-income asset classes.
❖ Precious metals were the top-performing asset class
from May 1973 to August 1984—the longest winning
streak of any asset class.
❖ Not surprisingly, the study proved conclusively that,
in Ibbotson’s words, “precious metals provided a
substantial hedge against inflation.”
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❖ Large cap U.S. stocks—the kind most Americans put
most of their faith in—experienced negative returns
for 9 of the 33 years studied. It was during those years
that it was most important to have precious metals in
your portfolio.
The conclusion of this study is crystal clear: If you don’t
already have gold and other precious metals in your
portfolio, you need to get out and buy some.
How much? The study recommends a 7.1% allocation for
conservative investors, 12.5% for moderate investors and
15.7% for aggressive investors.
To discover how you can prosper from
precious metals and more when the time
is right, read my Special Report Kenneth
Coleman’s Top Investment Strategies.
It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you
subscribe for 2 years to my Investment
Tracker newsletter. See page 20 for
details.

How high could Colombia Goldfields go?

$30,000 windfall
at $15 per share

$5,000

investment at

$2.21 per share
Colombia Goldfields is a little-known stock that’s still available at bargain-basement
prices. But when its potential 16 million ounce gold discovery is confirmed and investors come pouring into the stock, the sky’s the limit for how much money you could
make. Every $5,000 you invest today could be worth $30,000 or even more within the
next 2 years.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

I’ve sent you, I’ll walk you through the essentials as to why I
believe this stock should be on the lips of every TV pundit next
year. But by then it will be too late.

(Continued from page 17)

Newsworthy Notes

Latin America’s
new center of peace
and prosperity

That’s why I am recommending Colombia Goldfields
(OTCBB: CGDF) as my #1 junior gold stock for 2006.
Colombia Goldfields is a junior gold company with
political connections and influences that go all the way to the
Colombian presidency.
In fact, the leadership of Colombia Goldfields is partly
responsible for creating Colombia’s mining policy and
legislation. And, thanks to a strong central government,
Colombia is no longer home to drug lords and guerrillas. More
on this in a moment, but first, let’s visit a legendary mountain
of gold and its rich history.

An estimated 16 million ounces of gold
Why am I so positive about this one junior gold? What
makes me so sure? Why am I enthusiastically recommending
it to my subscribers…and you?
It comes down to a place called Marmato Mountain—
Colombia’s legendary Mountain of Gold—perhaps the most
famous mountain in South America.
Believe it or not, Marmato Mountain has been
producing gold for more than 500 years. The mountain and
surrounding area have produced so much gold that the
slopes of Mount Marmato were once dubbed “the gift of
the gods.”
In fact, the mountain’s reputation for proven gold
production was so good that the British government actually
accepted the peak as a pledge against funding needed for
Colombia’s war of independence against Spain in 1810.
It was a good bet by the British, because, as you’ll see in a
moment, Marmato Mountain may hold more than 16 million
ounces of gold—which would make it one of the largest
undeveloped gold deposits in the world.
And when Colombia Goldfields taps into this wealth, you
could see your investment of $5,000 turn into $30,000 in just
18 months. Here are more reasons why…

A mountain virtually untouched
by modern technology
The only people who have ever mined Marmato are
local peasants, who—using the most primitive methods
imaginable—have scratched out a subsistence living by simply
following visible veins of gold as deep into the mountain as
possible.
In the past, big mining companies were resistant to mining
continued on page 
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prosperity

M

any Americans tend to think of South
America as one big backward continent,
where farming predominates and almost
every country is overrun by drug lords and terrorists.
But the reality is different—especially when it
comes to Colombia. The country has an undeserved
reputation as being lawless and immersed in chaos.

Tradition of democracy
Colombia has a long tradition of democracy
going back more than 100 years. Better still for your
investment…
❖ Property rights are soundly protected.
❖ The government fully supports foreign
investment.
❖ Notorious drug lords and guerrillas have been
run out of the country.
And when President Alvaro Uribe is seeking ideas,
he doesn’t turn to Karl Marx but instead to South
America’s leading free-market think tank, the Institute
for Liberty and Democracy.

Colombia is a safe and progressive nation
You may also be surprised to discover that…
❖ 	Colombia’s literacy rate is an astonishing 93% in
urban areas and 67% in rural areas.
❖ The country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is
$83 billion, and the economy is growing at more
than 4% a year.
❖ Despite the stereotypes, agriculture actually
makes up just 13% of Colombia’s GDP, with
manufacturing making up 14.3% and financial
services, 17.6%
In other words, Colombia is actually a better, safer
place to invest than you ever thought possible.
Finding hidden opportunities, even in Colombia,
is what I am good at. To learn more about other
unique and surprisingly profitable
opportunities, read my Special Report
How the Prudent Investor Can Get
Safe, Predictable 10%–22% Returns.
It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you
subscribe to my Investment Tracker
newsletter. See page 20.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-663-2203 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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around Marmato Mountain—driven
off by civil unrest because the
government had abandoned the
region to Marxist guerrillas.
But one company did manage to
complete a drilling program that
concluded that the mountain held
between 1.07 and 5.65 grams of gold
per ton of dirt and rock. It may not
sound like much, but it works out to
a potential discovery of 16 million
ounces of gold.
At today’s prices, that’s skyward
of $8.8 BILLION in gold—146 times
Colombia Goldfields’ current market
value.
Now you see why I believe you
have the potential to make at least
6 times your investment or more
when you make the move to buy
stock in Colombia Goldfields.

Newsworthy Notes

Peace and prosperity around
Marmato Mountain mean
wealth for you
Perception without investigation
leaves many investors overlooking
a valuable opportunity. Colombia
Goldfields is no exception.
The company’s primary property
is located in Colombia. And believe
me, when I first heard about the
Colombia connection, I was tempted
to pass on the stock right then and
there—without checking it out any
further.
My perception was that Colombia
is a country under siege from drug
lords and Marxist guerillas…a
country on the verge of anarchy,
where neither person nor property
is safe…a country you’d have to be
insane to visit or invest in.
I was TOTALLY WRONG. My

This rich vein of gold is evidence of Marmato’s proven
reserves that run deep and abundant through this
legendary mountain.

perception was based on TV, movies
and Colombia’s historical past. The
reality is that Colombia is in a period
of extended peace and prosperity—
thanks in part to the efforts of
one man.

BREAKING NEWS: AUGUST 4, 2005

Colombia’s vote of confidence in business
and investment from President George W. Bush

I

n his speech to propose a $463 million support
package for Colombia, President George W. Bush
had these words to say:

“President Uribe’s
leadership and the courage
of the Colombian people are
creating a bright future for
Colombia. The Colombian
government implemented a
comprehensive strategy, known
as Plan Colombia, to reduce the
illegal drug trade, revitalize Colombia’s economy, strengthen its
democratic institutions and improve the security of its people. The
United States provided critical assistance for Plan Colombia, and
the plan is producing results.
“Violent crime in Colombia is at its lowest level in 16 years.
Since 2002, murders, kidnappings and terrorist acts in Colombia
have all declined significantly. Colombia is also making great
progress in reforming its justice system. These gains in security
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and the rule of law are helping the Colombian economy grow
by more than 4% last year. And as Colombia has improved its
security and economy, it has also emerged as a leader in our
hemisphere.
“Colombia shares our commitment to advancing economic
growth, trade and democracy in the Americas.”
The leadership of Colombia Goldfields saw the
early signs of peace and prosperity in Colombia as an
opportunity. It’s even harder to find profit potential in the
midst of crisis.
In my Special Report Kenneth
Coleman’s Taking Stock: How To Make
Mega Bucks In An Energy Crisis, I’ll
show the signs to look for in cashing in
when things look bad. It’s a $29 value—
yours FREE when you subscribe for 2 years
to my Investment Tracker newsletter. For
details, see page 20.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

The drug lords have been driven
from the country or hunted down
and the Marxists have lost their
bite, choosing to surrender or open
peaceful negotiations.
Law and order have been
restored…the free market has made a
huge comeback…property rights are
fiercely protected…and the economy
is booming at a rapid clip.

Forecast #1

The biggest
profits over
the next 24
months will
be made in
gold stocks

Colombia Goldfields found an
opportunity when many companies
stuck to their perceptions. The result
is a mountain of gold waiting to be
claimed. And if you invest now you
could also reap the rewards.
Here’s the one man you might be
thanking for your next successful
gold investment…

President Alvaro Uribe
opens the door to an
investment bonanza
The man responsible for all this
progress is President Alvaro Uribe.
President Uribe was elected in 2002
on a platform that promised to run
the thugs out of the country and to
restore Colombia’s long heritage of
continued on page 

W

hy am I so bullish on gold? Gold is the classic investment people turn
to in times of trouble, grave uncertainty, geopolitical crisis, a troubled
economy and war. The kind of times we’re living in right now.

First, take a look at the news. No matter what your position is on the war, public
confidence in the War on Terrorism is down and fear of al-Queda is up.
Iraq is at a crossroads that may lead to full-blown civil war, leaving U.S. troops
in the middle of a sectarian feud that goes back generations.
To top it all off, there is the growing danger of a nuclear Iran and a leadership
that is not afraid to speak in apocalyptic terms.
Gold is already reacting to these forces and is rising steadily. Should any of
these situations turn for the worse, you’ll see a stampede into gold the likes of
which we’ve never seen before.

Inflation is overdue
Second, it’s been a while since the Fed began cutting interest rates in January
2001. In other words, price inflation is long overdue and it’s going to strike with a
vengeance. Gas prices at the pump are one indicator we’ve been seeing.
With the Fed still pumping money into the system we will see prices going
up everywhere. And when inflation hits, savvy investors will protect themselves
with gold.

Big deficits, too
Finally, big spending and big deficits mean big things for gold. Foreign
investors are worried about our soaring budget deficits. Since his presidency began,
President Bush has increased spending, driving the deficit to record levels.
And, whether you think deficits matter or not, international investors are
spooked. In fact, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has warned that U.S.
budget deficits are a threat to the global economy.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not predicting economic collapse, hyperinflation or
anything close to it. My point is that the dollar is getting weaker, the deficit is
getting bigger—and now is the time to protect yourself with gold.
Also, keep in mind that gold bullion will do very well but junior mining
stocks will be the big winner with the potential of pulling down profits up to
10 times better than what you’d earn investing in bullion.
To learn more about sound investment strategies at the right time, read my
Special Report Kenneth Coleman’s Top Investment Strategies. It’s a
$29 value—yours FREE when you subscribe for 2 years to my Investment
Tracker newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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peace, prosperity, and stability.
Nobody thought he could do it, and most figured he’d wind up
dead if he tried. But President Uribe proved the naysayers wrong, and
Colombia has been transformed in ways no one ever thought possible.

BEFORE work could ever begin, Colombia Goldfields had to
ensure the care of families who have been mining Marmato for
generations. These are the tin-roof shanties they used to live in.

And, look at this. Unlike Latin America’s long line of tinhorn
dictators and thugs, Prersident Uribe recognizes and appreciates the
value and importance of foreign investment in Colombia’s future
prosperity.
This is not just diplomatic talk. The Colombian government
is actively promoting foreign investment and has passed laws
protecting those investments—including a new set of mining laws
modeled on those of the United States and Canada.
Better still, acclaimed attorney Dr. Hernando Molina Velez, who
was instrumental in drafting these new Colombian mining laws, now
sits on Colombia Goldfields’ board of directors—and is a close
personal friend of President Uribe.

AFTER working closely with artisan miners and their families,
Colombia Goldfields worked to help move these people to a safer
location in their new town created for them by the Colombian
government.

Newsworthy Notes

The bottom line: Colombia is at last open for business. Companies
from all over the world are rushing in to capitalize on the opportunity.
Already more than 400 foreign companies have investments in
Colombia—and more will come as word spreads that things have

SERIOUS INFLATION ON THE HORIZON

The Fed, gold and you

C

ontrary to popular belief, the Federal Reserve
doesn’t smooth out the economy’s ups and
downs, it causes them!

When the government wants a boom, the money supply
is amped up and interest rates fall. The new money and the
lowered interest rates stimulate the economy and create the
“boom” part of the cycle.
But there’s the problem. This stimulus is artificial—
and much of the resulting business expansion cannot be
sustained. At some point the Fed must cut back or risk
serious price inflation. As the money supply tightens,
economic activity slows, businesses cut back and the
bust sets in.

The terrible truth about the Federal Reserve
This might not be so bad if the Fed actually did a
decent job of managing the economy. But its track record is
terrible. Nothing the Fed did could stave off the frightening
recession and stock market collapse of the early ’70s.
By the late ’70s, Federal Reserve Policy led us to
double-digit inflation—inflation that was wrung out of
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the economy by the deep recession of the early ’80s.
But remember what happened to the price of gold at
that time? The price shot to over $800 an ounce. Seeing
monetary policy as an indicator for gold investment is just
being smart. But look what’s on the horizon.
The Fed single-handedly killed the stock market boom
of the ’90s by boosting interest rates because it thought
the economy was becoming overheated. And now, over
the last few years, it has increased the money supply at
an alarming rate—something that caused the dollar to
collapse and will ultimately lead to price inflation here in
the United States and record prices for gold.
A weak dollar and soaring inflation mean good times
are ahead for gold. To discover how you
can take advantage of sound strategies
for buying and selling at just the right
time, read my Special Report Kenneth
Coleman’s Top Investment Strategies.
It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you
subscribe for 2 years to my Investment
Tracker newsletter. See page 20.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

changed for good.
But for mining companies
that didn’t see the opportunity in
Colombia, it’s too late. Marmato
Mountain is taken. And because of
Colombia Goldfields’ foresight, you
could turn your $5,000 investment
into $30,000 in 18 months or less.
What’s more…the government
of Colombia is actually eager to
help Colombia Goldfields succeed.
Here’s why…

Forecast #2

You’ll
maximize
your profits
with my #1
junior gold
pick for
2006—
Colombia
Goldfields

Partnership with
the government of
Colombia spells profits
for you
One of the great things about
Colombia Goldfields is that the
Colombian government is actually
working to see this junior gold
company succeed.
That’s because the government
wants Marmato Mountain cleaned
up. You see, the primitive methods

used by the peasant miners of the
mountain are causing a great deal of
damage to the environment.
The miners use a cyanide solution
to leech gold from the rock they take
from the mountain. And much of
this cyanide flows straight into the
Cauca River, the second-largest water
resource in the country.
Over two-thirds of Colombia’s
47 million people live around the
continued on page 11

O

ver the years, I’ve analyzed and recommended dozens of junior mining
stocks with great success. In fact, my subscribers have earned profits
of over 1,000% and more on my confident recommendations using my
Money Flow Analysis system.
As great as those returns have been, I am expecting even better days
ahead with subscribers who take advantage of my Colombia Goldfields
recommendation…

My #1 junior gold pick for 2006
What makes me so sure Colombia Goldfields could be such a winner? Several
things, really. For starters, I’m extremely excited about what the company is likely
to find inside Marmato Mountain—Colombia’s legendary Mountain of Gold.
Over the years, local miners have eked out an existence with the gold taken
from the mountain by primitive means. Now, modern drilling studies are revealing
that these indigenous miners have only scratched the surface.

$8.8 billion at Marmato and maybe more at Caramanta
Twenty-first century mining technology will ensure that Colombia
Goldfields will be able to access almost all of it—up to an estimated 16 million
ounces. That’s $8.8 BILLION worth of gold at today’s prices—more than 146
times Colombia Goldfields’ current value!
Still, those numbers don’t take into account the millions of ounces of gold that
may lie undiscovered in the company’s nearby Caramanta Exploration Projects—
yet another property from which locals have been mining gold for decades.
It truly is a unique opportunity to turn $5,000 into $30,000—but only if you
get in before everyone else.
The good news is that the window is still open. But once word gets out that
Marmato’s trickle of gold has turned into an avalanche, it will be too late. And
with the bull market for gold taking a short breather, the time has never been
better for looking at a winning junior gold like my #1 pick.
To learn more about Colombia Goldfields and their claim of Colombia’s
legendary Mountain of Gold, I urge you to read my Special Report, Colombia
Goldfields: My #1 Junior Gold for 2006. It’s a $29 value—yours FREE—but
only when you subscribe in the next 10 days to my Investment Tracker
newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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colombia goldfield’s leadership

Colombia Goldfields’ top leadership team:
A track record of success in Latin America

T

he leadership of Colombia Goldfields begins with
several top players from Greenstone Resources.
This is the same team that took a junior gold with
properties in Nicaragua and Panama and turned it into a $1
BILLION powerhouse.
Now they are setting their sites on Colombia’s famed
Mountain of Gold, which could make their resounding success
with Greenstone Resources look like peanuts. Let’s meet them:

Harry Hopmeyer, Chairman
Harry Hopmeyer served as a director of
mega-successful Greenstone Resources, where he
was instrumental in expanding the company’s
operations into Latin America. Mr. Hopmeyer
helped add major shareholders such as the
Seagram’s Bronfman family and build Greenstone from a
startup into a $1 billion mining giant. But his experience doesn’t
stop there. Mr. Hopmeyer is also a director of Faircourt Asset
Management Inc., which currently manages more than $850
million. He’s also a senior Canadian advisor to BLC-Edmond de
Rothschild Bank in Paris, France.

J. Randall Martin, President and CEO
J. Randall Martin offers a proven track
record for developing large-scale gold mining
operations in Latin America. Most recently, Mr.
Martin served as chairman and CEO of RNC
Gold. Prior to RNC, Mr. Martin was president
of Greenstone Resources, where he helped develop mining
strategies that ultimately resulted in a $1 billion market cap. Mr.
Martin led his team in acquiring artisan mining properties and
relocating miners. Without the move, the large San Andreas
open-pit gold mine could not have been built.

Daniel Hunter, Director and COO
Daniel Hunter has spent 20 years of his
professional career as a securities broker
specializing in structured financings for junior
mining companies. Mr. Hunter was a founding
partner and securities broker with Canaccord
Capital, Canada’s largest independent brokerage firm. Since
1998, Mr. Hunter has served as the CEO and director of Encore
Clean Energy, Inc. as well as Ignite Communications.

Robert van Tassel, Director
Robert van Tassell served as vice president
of exploration for Goldcorp Inc. Exploration
teams led by him are credited with at least three
significant discoveries: the Husky Mine, the
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Minto copper deposit and Goldcorp’s High Grade Zone, which is
currently producing in excess of 500,000 ounces of gold per year.
He also served for 11 years as a director of the Yukon Chamber
of mines, 2 of them as president.

Hernando Molina Velez, PhD, Director
Dr. Hernando Molina Velez serves as legal
counsel and as a financial trade advisor for
several Colombia National companies. Dr. Velez
is a director for many esteemed Colombianbased companies. For the past 10 years, Dr.
Velez has held the position of national executive director of
the Association of Leaders of Marketing of Colombia. In 2001,
he was instrumental in creating new Colombian legislation to
support the modernization of Colombia’s mining sector.

Thomas McGrail, Director
Thomas McGrail was a key player in the
Greenstone Resources success story, where he
helped build the company from a junior mining
stock into a $1 billion powerhouse. Mr. McGrail
has many years in the mining industry—most of
it in Latin America. He has overseen the shift from exploration
to production of several large open-pit gold mines in Central
America and South America. Since January 2002, he’s worked
with Minera Cerro Quema, which is now constructing the
Cerro Quema Mine in Panama.

Stewart D. Redwood, PhD,
Consulting Geologist
Dr. Redwood is an independent geological
consultant specializing in minerals exploration
and project evaluation. He offers 25 years of experience in minerals exploration, including over
20 years in Latin America. He served as senior geologist
in South America and Central America for Inmet Mining
Corporation. Dr. Redwood also served with AngloGold Ltd.—
the mining giant now staked next door to Colombia Goldfields’
properties. And, he is the author and publisher of more than
40 technical papers and maps used in the mining industry.

Discover how slight movements
in the market can turn a micro cap
company into a powerhouse virtually
overnight. Read my Special Report
How to Make Money Investing In
Micro Cap Stocks. It’s a $29 value—
yours FREE when you subscribe for
2 years to my Investment Tracker
newsletter. For details, see page 20.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

continued from page 

river and use it for agriculture,
hydropower, fishing and drinking.
And many villages have
been wiped out by mudslides on
the mountain—many of these
catastrophes caused by some of the
1,600 tunnels that miners have dug
into the mountain.
To fix the problem, the government
is working with Colombia Goldfields
to buy out the local miners—even

Forecast #3

The dollar
will be saved
—but only
temporarily

though most of these miners don’t
have legal title to the claims they’re
working. It’s a win-win deal that
actually brings greater prosperity to
these local miners and their families.
A Colombia Goldfields team
mapped every claim in order to fairly
compensate the locals—often with
more money than they’ve seen in
their entire lifetimes.
Besides the payments, many
of them will be able to get jobs
with Colombia Goldfields once

gold production begins—mining
operations that will be much safer for
them and for the environment.
This is just a sample of the smart
leadership I have found in Colombia
Goldfields and why I think their
operations could net early investors
as much as 607.55% returns or more
in the next 18 months.
Of course, having a mountain
with a reputation as a proven gold
producer also makes me very
continued on page 12

T

he Fed is choking the economy with dollars. Why? For two reasons: (1) to
provide liquidity for the economy to keep the recovery going and (2) to
save U.S. jobs by making our goods more affordable overseas in order to
reduce our record $725.8 billion trade deficit.
But no thanks to the Fed, the dollar has made recent gains in its value and has
shown surprising strength against other currencies. How did this happen?

3 reasons the dollar will surge…temporarily
First, a bill passed in 2004 let corporations repatriate dollars into the United
States during 2005 at a tax rate of just 5.25% compared to rates as high as 33%.
Corporations jumped on the deal, bringing home billions of dollars during
the course of the year. Most of those dollars came from Europe. That dramatically
reduced the liquidity of the dollar abroad, stopping its downward spiral and
actually causing it to rise against other currencies.
Second, the dollar got another helping hand when the European Union failed
to pass a new constitutional referendum—something that left the union in a state
of uncertainty. As you know, the markets hate uncertainty, and investors quickly
moved more than $47 billion from the euro into the dollar.
The dollar rallied 8.5% almost immediately and has been stronger ever since.
Third, Japan and China increased their purchases of U.S. government debt.
The Asians wanted to keep their currencies weaker against the dollar to maintain
U.S. markets for their products.

This is a window for stock market profits
These factors work together to strengthen the dollar, steal the thunder of
inflation hedges and get the stock market moving again.
But, the simple fact is, the Fed can’t keep inflating the money supply
without facing inflation. So although the Fed may have delayed the inevitable,
it’s only a matter of time before the dollar again resumes its free fall.
Another factor working against the dollar is the cost of energy. To learn
more about how you can prosper during this time, read my Special Report
Kenneth Coleman’s Taking Stock: How To Make Mega Bucks In An
Energy Crisis. It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you subscribe to my
Investment Tracker newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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in and get it.

confident in their success.

Pretty sweet right? Well, what if
I told you that Marmato Mountain
is not Colombia Goldfields’ only
holding? (Yes, there’s more.)

500 years of proven
gold production
As part of their lease agreement,
Colombia Goldfields has agreed to
invest $20.2 million in the project over
the next 2 years. This investment will
give the company a 100% interest in
the Zona Alta section of Marmato
Mountain that it’s targeting.

Believe it or not, Marmato
Mountain is not the only great
thing Colombia Goldfields has
going for it.

The really nice thing in all this
is that unlike most of the supposed
gold “discoveries” that cross my
desk, Marmato Mountain is already
a proven gold producer. In fact, it’s
been producing gold for more than
500 years.

The company recently obtained
an option to buy up to a 100% share
in eight advanced gold projects
known as the Caramanta Exploration
Projects. They lie along a 3- to
5-mile zone at the base of Marmato
Mountain.

Colombia Goldfields knows the
gold is there. All it has to do is go

Like Marmato, local miners
regularly find gold in the area—and

Newsworthy Notes

Nearby properties that could
host Marmato-size deposits
Fernando takes the Colombia Goldfields’ team to
just one of the many exposed gold veins that run
throughout the mountain.

have been for generations. But recent
exploration shows that the area may
contain as much as 1 ounce of gold
per ton of dirt and rock.
Colombia Goldfields has already
identified two large gold zones and
one silver zone in the area with
geological signatures similar to those
found on Marmato Mountain.
And it has already begun detailed

FRIENDLY TAKEOVER FOR BIG PROFITS

Acquisition: Windfall profit
before mining even begins

R

ight now, Colombia Goldfields is on target to
claim the wealth of the Marmato and Caramanto
gold districts using advanced 21st century
mining techniques. But, it is possible that Colombia
Goldfields could reap a huge windfall before a single drill
bit bores its way into the earth.
How is this possible?
It goes back to the people of the mountain. Their
primitive techniques are poisoning the water supply and
creating landslide dangers. That’s why the government of
Colombia forged a deal with Colombia Goldfields to protect
these people and the environment in return for choice land
claims on the mountain. This included creating an entire
new town in a safe location with modern facilities, schools
and roads.
The leadership of Colombia Goldfields has used this
strategy before in other parts of Latin America to make a
site more attractive to the big mining giants. You see, the
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mining giants aren’t interested in doing social work. They
want to get in and start mining.
By creating an inviting turnkey opportunity on
Latin America’s legendary mountain of gold, Colombia
Goldfields has primed itself for takeover. Here are a few
recent takeovers that have garnered big wins for investors.
n Placer Dome acquired Getchell Gold and turned
an $11.68 stock into a $27.88 stock overnight.
n Barrick Gold acquired Arequipa Resources and
turned the $2 stock into a $30 stock.
n AngloGold acquired Ashanti Goldfields and
turned a $0.26 stock into an $8.36 stock.
Before serious mining even begins, mining giants
could be circling like vultures waiting for the social work
to finish before they can swoop in with a remarkable
acquisition offer that will make early investors very rich.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

mapping, geochemical rock sampling
and trenching on the eight projects
with an emphasis on the two large
gold discoveries recently found.
The results of these studies—
combined with extensive analysis of a
previous company’s drill program—
will help Colombia Goldfields execute
a strategic diamond drill program
over the next few months.
The really exciting thing about

Forecast #4

An anomaly
in the
business
cycle has
created a
12- to
18-month
window of
opportunity
to rake in the
big profits
in the stock
market

this site is that geologists believe
Caramanta might be part of the
same geological system that brought
gold to Marmato Mountain. If this
proves true, it would confirm that
the area is a massive gold-bearing
district—the largest ever found in
South America and perhaps even
the richest strike in the world.
Any evidence at all that this is
true could create a spark under

Colombia Goldfields’ stock price
that could send it soaring by 6 times
or more its current price virtually
overnight. If you’ve already invested
when that happens, you could make
a killing.
In fact, you can count on it because
the leadership of Colombia Goldfields
already has experience making
mountains of cash in South America.
Read on…
continued on page 14

T

he business cycle is remarkably consistent. It goes like this: The Fed lowers
interest rates and increases the money supply to stimulate the economy
and the stock market. Then, at the right time, it raises interest rates and
pulls back the money supply when the economy gets too hot and before inflation
rears its ugly head.
But now, for the next 12 to 18, months you can take advantage of a very unusual
hiccup in the business cycle. Why this anomaly?

The Fed broke its own rule
Remember Y2K? It scared a lot of people, and it scared the Fed. It was worried
about massive bank runs. So in August 1999, it pumped a whopping $100 billion of
new money into banks to make sure the system had enough liquidity if something
went wrong.
Normally, this kind of infusion would only come during a time of deep
recession when it was needed to get the economy moving again—not during an
economic boom.
When the Y2K crisis fizzled and bank runs failed to materialize, the Fed
quickly yanked that $100 billion out of the system to prevent soaring price inflation.
Suddenly, businesses couldn’t get the capital that banks had been easily lending,
and the air began to go out of the bubble.
The economy muddled through over the next couple of years, but the stock
market never really recovered.

Inflation fears fuel fix
Trying to fix the system, the Fed lowered interest rates at every opportunity,
trying to get things moving in the right direction again. But it didn’t work. That’s
because instead of putting money in the stock market, investors—fearing inflation—
were pouring it into inflation hedges, such as real estate and precious metals.
Today, real estate is doing well. Gold is doing well. And the dollar—for now—
has reversed its slide. To have these inverse factors all going up is unusual.
I believe with the dollar temporarily stabilized, money will start flowing out of
the inflation hedges and back into the stock market—something that’ll trigger the
market’s long-awaited resurgence. But it will be a small window of 12 to 18 months
to make serious profits.
Discover how slight movements in the market can turn a micro cap
company into a powerhouse virtually overnight. Read my Special Report
How to Make Money Investing In Micro Cap Stocks. It’s a $29 value—
yours FREE when you subscribe for 2 years to my Investment Tracker
newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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Proven experience in Latin
American gold mining: The
Greenstone Resources story
Junior gold companies are great
investments right now if you find
the right ones. The trick is knowing
important details that truly position
a stock for success—like a record of
previous success.
Colombia Goldfields has a top
geological and management team
that has already proven itself in the
jungles of Central America and
South America.

Primitive mining techniques have produced dangerous
landslide conditions for local miners. Colombia
Goldfields’ plan includes moving these people to a
safer location…opening the door to mining giants
looking for a turnkey operation.

You see, several of the top players
at Colombia Goldfields were also
behind one of Latin America’s alltime great gold mining success
stories…Greenstone Resources.
Beginning in the late ’80s and
through the mid-’90s, Greenstone

My #1 Junior Gold Stock for 2006
Colombia Goldfields
Stock Symbol:
OTCBB: CGDF
Price:
$2.21 (as of April 7, 2006)
Projected Price:
$12–$15 in the next 18 months
Recommendation: Strong Speculative Buy
Note: This is an aggressive recommendation with strong potential
for rich returns. To minimize your risk, I routinely recommend
limiting your investment to no more than 5% of your portfolio.

Resources acquired several historic
mining sites in Nicaragua, Honduras,
Panama and Colombia that, like
Marmato Mountain, had long been
mined by local peasants.
Working in conjunction with each
country’s government, they explored
and developed each site—sites that
include the San Andreas concession
in Honduras, which also included
moving the miners in order to build a
successful mining operation—which
is still producing today.
The company had such
phenomenal success that it swiftly
grew from a tiny exploration
company into a substantial gold
producer with the backing of large
institutional investors and a market
cap of more than $1 BILLION.
Early investors in Greenstone
made a killing—as they watched
their stock value soar.
As great as that is, I believe the

What you should consider now:
❶	Go online or call your discount broker to invest in Colombia
Goldfields (OTCBB: CGDF).

❷	Subscribe now to my monthly newsletter, Kenneth

Coleman’s Investment Tracker, to follow my buy, hold and
sell recommendations on Colombia Goldfields and many
other mining stocks, as well as a wealth of other little-known
investment opportunities.

❸	Visit www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html to
read a full version of this report online.

Disclaimer: Kenneth Coleman’s Investment Tracker is an independent paid circulation newsletter. This mailing piece is a solicitation for
subscriptions. Kenneth Coleman’s Investment Tracker did not receive any direct compensation with respect to the writing of this mailing
piece. This stock was chosen to be profiled after Kenneth Coleman’s Investment Tracker completed due diligence on the stock. Kenneth
Coleman’s Investment Tracker expects to generate new subscriber revenue, the amount of which is unknown at this time, to its newsletter
through the distribution of this mailing piece. Paramount Trading Company Inc. paid three hundred seventy thousand, four hundred forty-seven
dollars to marketing vendors, to pay for all the costs of creating and distributing this report including printing and postage in an effort to build
investor awareness. This publication does not provide an analysis of a company’s financial position. Colombia Goldfields’ financial position and
all other information regarding Colombia Goldfields should be verified with the company. Information about many publicly traded companies
and other investor resources can be found at the Securities and Exchange Commission’s website at www.sec.gov. Investing in securities is
speculative and carries risk. It is recommended that any investment in any security should be made only after consulting with your investment
advisor and only after reviewing all publicly available information, including the financial statements of the company. This mailing piece is not
intended to be, nor should it be construed as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. Kenneth Coleman’s Investment
Tracker presents information in this report believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
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veterans of the Greenstone success
story will do even better with
Colombia Goldfields. They’ve got:
◆ A better site with even
more gold potential
◆ A more cooperative
government
◆ Mining laws that protect
them every step of the way
◆ Over 25 years of successful
experience working in
Latin America
And now they’ve made claim to
what could be the biggest discovery
of their careers—and the biggest ever
in South America—on a legendary
mountain that’s finally ready to give
up its gold.

Forecast #5

The new war
on gold will
temporarily
stall the bull
market in
gold—but
that won’t
stop its run
to $800 or
even $1,000
an ounce

Giant mining companies are
rushing in—eager to grab
their share of the gold
Not surprisingly, Colombia
Goldfields isn’t the only company to
recognize the massive opportunity
that now exists in Colombia.
Numerous international mining
companies have gotten wind of
what’s happening and are moving
in—hoping to cash in like Colombia
Goldfields.
For example, AngloGold, the
mining giant, has staked more than
1.2 million hectares of land near
Colombia Goldfields’ properties, and
recently moved its South American
exploration office to Bogotá. The

company plans to spend $50 million
exploring and developing the
properties.
And AngloGold isn’t alone. Rio
Tinto, Greystar, AngloAmerican,
Drummond Coal, Glencore and
BHP Billiton are all in the process
of developing gold projects in
Colombia. It’s one of the last great
unexplored gold frontiers in the
world—and these companies are
determined to make the most of it.
You can bet several of these
companies have their eyes
on Colombia Goldfields as a
potential acquisition target. And
when one of those companies
continued on page 16

G

old, even with a temporary stall, could climb to as high as $1,000 an
ounce. And there is only one reason why.

The world’s central bankers, politicians and bureaucrats will do or
say almost anything to put a damper on soaring gold prices. Why? Because it’s a
strong indicator of a poorly managed economy and political instability.

The war with gold
World leaders will do anything except what they need to do to stop gold prices
from rising—namely, stop inflating the money supply. They are at war with gold.
And, although they may be able to temporarily manipulate the gold market and
keep prices in check, in the long run there’s really nothing they can do.
As governments continue to devalue their currencies, people will turn to gold,
just as they always have and always will—and no amount of manipulation or
propaganda will stop them.

A new gold bull market
The fact is, it’s only a matter of time before a new bull market in gold gets
underway—a bull market that will send gold soaring as high as $1,000 an ounce.
In the meantime, watch for any pullback in the price of gold as an opportunity
to load up on bullion or mining stocks—especially Colombia Goldfields.
Understanding the relationship between gold and the money
supply is just one way my Money Flow Analysis system helps
my subscribers profit in these times.
To discover how you can maximize your earnings using
this system, read my Special Report How to Increase Profits
200%–300% Using the Money Flow Cycle. It’s a $29 value—
yours FREE when you subscribe to my Investment Tracker
newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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$2 a share sold their stock to
American Barrick for $31. That’s
a profit of 1,550% in under
2 years—enough to turn $5,000
into $77,500.

decides to pounce, the sky
could be the limit for Colombia
Goldfields’ stock price.
It’s only a matter time if
exploration determines that the
5 million ounces of gold deposits
turns into the 16 million ounces
geologists estimate…OR a new
find at Caramanta turns into a
Marmato-size discovery…OR
BOTH!
Keep in mind, though, that
it actually won’t take much gold
to send the stock higher. Even a
small discovery would be enough to
bring both investors and acquisitionminded mining giants to the table,
hungry for a piece of the action.
Investors who get in early could
make out like bandits. And that’s
not just idle speculation. I’ve seen it
happen again and again…
1. A junior gold makes an
exciting discovery…
2. A huge mining concern
swoops in and buys junior
lock, stock and barrel…

Newsworthy Notes

That’s the kind of potential
I see with Colombia Goldfields
over the next 6 months. And for
the long-term you could make
much, much more.

Geopolitical and economic forces are converging to drive the price of
gold higher. But, the big money is in junior gold stocks like Colombia
Goldfields.

3. Early investors cash out
for phenomenal windfall
profits!
For example, take Arequipa
Resources—the company that first
explored and began developing Peru’s
Arequipa deposit. Before Arequipa
even began bringing gold out of the
ground, American Barrick came in
and bought the company out for a
whopping $1.2 billion.
Early investors who got in for just

Get in now and create
your own personal
gold boom

When I look at Colombia
Goldfields, I see a company with
remarkable potential:
●A
 property that’s been
producing gold for more than
500 years
● Land lease rights on a legendary
mountain of gold—Marmato
Mountain
● An estimated gold deposit
containing 16 million ounces
on Marmato Mountain
● A remarkable management
team with a record of

KEN COLEMAN’S COMPETITORS AGREE

What savvy competitors say about Ken Coleman
❝Dear Ken…Just a note to reiterate my admiration

of and thanks for the job you’re doing. The clarity
of your explanations is a great help to those of us
who want to know what lies behind the newspaper
reports.❞
—Kennedy Gammage, The Richland Report

❝Ken Coleman is the best in the business in

nailing down the business cycle and big investment
picture. We have a great deal of respect for his
work and straightforward approach in presenting
it.❞
—Mary Anne Aden, The Aden Forecast
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❝I trust his intellectual honesty and professional

research. Ken has established a unique niche.
Everyone knows central banks are the primary
players, and so the value of Ken’s work is obvious
to those of us who track and trade the markets.❞
—R.E. McMaster, The Reaper

❝Mr. Kenneth Coleman is one of the Bull & Bear’s
most respected contributors. To many people,
Kenneth Coleman is the most respected individual
within the newsletter industry.❞
—Bull & Bear

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

experience and success in
Latin America…
● The Caramanta Exploration
Projects that may hold as
much gold as Marmato, maybe
more…
● A solid partnership with the
Colombian government…
● Key legal counsel with ties
and friendships that go all
the way up to the Colombian
presidency…
● Prime positioning for a
profitable acquisition by a
mining giant!
I also like the fact that Colombia
Goldfields may only have to spend
an estimated $150 to $200 an

Forecast #6

The dollar
will resume
its free fall
within 6 to
12 months
—and that’s
good news
for gold

ounce mining the gold of Marmato
Mountain—which guarantees the
company a healthy profit even in the
highly unlikely event that the price
of gold were to drop back to $400.

moving—perhaps slowly at first, but
then as word spreads, and the gold
comes out, the stock price could soar.
Investors who get in early will reap
maximum profits.

Plus, there’s still time to get in.
Wall Street analysts and institutions
are forced to wait far longer than
individual investors before they can
get in. But once the find has been
confirmed, you can bet they’ll come
pouring in—just as they did when
they drove Greenstone Resources to a
billion-dollar-plus valuation.

However, let me be clear that this
is far from a slam dunk. There is
some risk involved.

But, if you wait too long, YOU
WILL MISS OUT.

Consider this: Small cap mining
phenomenon Greystar is now worth
$400 million at about $10 per share.
They only have an estimated
continued on page 18

I believe it’s only a matter of
time before the share price starts

But if you have $5,000 to $10,000
in capital you’d like to invest for
potentially astronomical returns,
then I highly recommend you grab
a chunk of Colombia Goldfields now
while it’s still cheap.

T

decline.

he Federal Reserve can’t keep inflating the money supply without
debasing the value of the dollar. It’s only a matter of time—probably
no more than 12 months—before the dollar resumes its long downward

That can only mean good news for gold investors. Here’s why:
For starters, a collapsing dollar makes foreign investors and central banks very
nervous. After all, they’ve lost a significant fortune on their dollar investments so
far—despite the dollar’s recent rally.

Dollars will be dumped
Many of these foreign investors—who once counted on the dollar for safety
and stability—will ultimately head for greener pastures, dumping their dollars for
stronger currencies and even gold.
Even worse, foreign investors might also refuse to buy any more of our
government debt. As a result, the U.S. government will have to slash spending
(fat chance!) or the Fed will have to fire up the printing presses to pay the bills—
debasing the dollar even further.
Meanwhile, the President is counting on a supply-side tax stimulus to bring the
economy back to full speed and increase tax revenues to control the deficit. He’s on
the right track, but it’s simply not enough.

Spending cuts not likely
Unless Congress enacts some major spending cuts, and the Fed puts some
brakes on the money supply, the dollar will continue to decline. Ultimately, the
combination of a collapsing currency and soaring deficits will send billions
pouring into gold—bringing windfall profits to investors who get in now.
A weak dollar and soaring budget deficits mean good times are ahead
for gold. To discover how you can adopt sound strategies for buying and
selling at just the right time, read my Special Report Kenneth Coleman’s Top
Investment Strategies. It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you subscribe for
2 years to my Investment Tracker newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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10 million ounces in gold deposits.
On the other hand, Colombia
Goldfields is at $2 a share with
over 16 million estimated ounces at
Marmato alone.
So, is Colombia Goldfields
undervalued? ABSOLUTELY!
For more detailed insight like
this I encourage you to subscribe to
Investment Tracker so you don’t
miss any of my buy, hold and sell
signals on Colombia Goldfields or
any of my other winning investment
recommendations.
As one of my subscribers, you’ll be
on track to add to your wealth with
detailed analysis like the one I have
offered you here in this Investor’s
News Flash.
Here’s what else I can offer you…

My Money Flow Analysis
system continues to make
my subscribers very rich
In April 2001, my Money Flow
Analysis system indicated a “buy”
signal for gold—and I told my
subscribers it was time to get back
into precious metals.
Since that time, those who
followed my advice made an
absolute killing as gold soared

from $252 to $600 an ounce as of
April 6, 2006.
And those who bought the mining
stocks I recommended have done
even better:
• Barrick Gold up 48.17%
• Agnico-Eagle up 89.73%
• Placer Dome up 93.59%
• Newmont Mining up 183.49%
• Coeur d’Alene up 439.83%
• Hecla Mining up an astonishing
1,108%
But as great as those returns have
been, they’re just small potatoes
compared to the potential profits
you’ll find in Colombia Goldfields.
That’s because despite the
impressive gains gold has made over
the last few years, the new boom in
gold is just getting started. In fact,
after a brief stall, you can expect
to see gold reach as high as $1,000
an ounce.
The good news is that you could
do 6 times that with the select junior
mining stocks I recommend in the
pages of my Investment Tracker
newsletter—beginning with
Colombia Goldfields.
Here are two simple reasons why
I am so enthusiastic about junior
gold stocks.

Reason #10
Junior gold stocks are so much
more profitable than bullion

As profitable as gold
is going to be over

the next 2 years, carefully selected
mining shares could bring even
greater returns. That’s because they
have the ability to offer tremendous
leverage you just can’t get from
bullion.
The reason is simple. Assume for
a moment that gold is selling for $500
an ounce. If it rises to $625, you’ve just
made 25% on your money. Not bad.
But now assume you’ve invested
in a junior gold stock—say one that
pays around $200 to mine an ounce
of gold. If gold is selling for $400 an
ounce, the company is making $200
an ounce.
So, if the price of gold rises to
$500, the company’s profits rise by
50%—more than double the increase
in the price of bullion.
And that increase in profits will
quickly be reflected in the company’s
stock price.
But your returns could see even
bigger profits with my #1 junior gold
stock for 2006—Colombia Goldfields.

Reason #20
Junior gold stocks easily
out-profit the mining giants

What is it that enables junior golds
to rake in profits of 300% to 1,000%
while the giants of the industry
produce just mediocre profits for
investors?
For starters, junior gold companies
operate on much smaller capital so
even a mediocre gold discovery—the
kind that wouldn’t even raise an
eyebrow at one of the giants—is a
true profit bonanza.
Just last year, mining giant
Newmont Mining Company had
revenues of more than $4.4 billion.
A million-ounce gold find would
add just $591 million in revenues
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to its bottom line—a lot of money,
to be sure, but still just a mere 13%
increase.
But for a small $60 million
company like Colombia Goldfields,
a million-ounce find would produce
revenues many times the company’s
entire market value—something
that would drive the stock price to
the moon virtually overnight.
And in case you’ve forgotten, this
is the same team who made small
cap Greenstone Resources into a
$1 Billion powerhouse.
Better yet, the profit margin at a
junior gold like Colombia Goldfields
is usually much greater. Most major

Forecast #7

Price
inflation like
we haven’t
seen since
the Carter
years—and
a huge gold
boom

companies need a gold price of $300
or more to produce a profit. But 9 out
of 10 junior golds start making money
at just $150 an ounce.
In other words, some of them
are making an extra $150 an ounce,
at least. And they’ll keep making
money even if the price of gold
plummets over the next year.
Nobody knows for sure exactly
what Colombia Goldfields will wind
up paying per ounce, but it’s unlikely
to ever exceed $200 to $250, which
leaves it a healthy profit margin to
work with.
You owe it to yourself to
learn more about this incredible

T

opportunity. That’s why I urge you
to subscribe to Investment Tracker
for timely investment advice every
month.

Maximize your wealth
with Investment Tracker
Investment Tracker is your
crucial resource for racking up
superb profits in the years ahead.
Right now subscribers who take
my advice are enjoying a diversified
portfolio of gold bullion, mining
shares and select small cap stocks.
They’re pulling down profits that
have averaged 55% over the last
continued on page 20

here’s no getting around it. Eventually, all this monetary inflation MUST
lead to price inflation. It’s inevitable.

Of course it takes a while—usually several years—for all that newly
created money to work its way into the economy and begin driving up prices.
But it’s now been 5 years since the Fed began cutting interest rates back in
January 2001. And price inflation is finally beginning to creep into the economy.

Gold is your only protection
Make no mistake. WHEN it hits, it will come with a vengeance. Only savvy
investors will protect themselves with gold.
Many investors remember the soaring inflation of the late 1970s. And, many
of those same investors missed out completely as gold soared to $875. They won’t
make that mistake again.
Even fixed-income investors will get in on the act. After all, one of their chief
complaints about gold has always been that it doesn’t pay interest. But when their
money market funds are returning dirt and their bonds are losing money after
inflation and taxes—gold starts to sound pretty good.

Inflation will be back
In fact, when inflation comes roaring back, gold will suddenly seem like a safe
haven for millions of investors on fixed incomes.
And it won’t take much to start the stampede. Fear alone will drive the price
up—even if inflation itself never exceeds 5%.
Even if you don’t take my strong recommendation to buy Colombia
Goldfields, it’s important that you find for yourself a sound gold investment
to protect yourself.
To learn more about safe investing for the future I urge you to read my
Special Report How the Prudent Investor Can Get Safe, Predictable
10%–22% Returns. It’s a $29 value—yours FREE when you subscribe to my
Investment Tracker newsletter. For details, see page 20.
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continued from page 19

2 years—despite a brutal bear market.
You can also count on timely
recommendations of companies like
Colombia Goldfields.

Here’s what else you
can expect with your
subscription:
• My top investment
recommendations to guide you
through whatever stage of the
business cycle we find ourselves
in so you can keep what you
earn while maximizing profitmaking opportunities.
•M
 y complete investment
portfolio, including my best
gold picks like Colombia
Goldfields, as well as specific
advice on whether to buy, sell
or hold, so you’ll know exactly
what to do and when to do it.
•E
 xclusive market
commentary and forecasts,
coupled with my analysis of
how the latest Federal Reserve
policies will impact your
investments.
Plus, as an Investment Tracker
subscriber you’ll also get:
•E
 xclusive access to my
Investment Tracker
subscribers-only website—
complete with model portfolio
updates, bimonthly updates on
the markets and the economy
and a wealth of little-known
economic and geopolitical
commentary and investment
information. Plus access to the
all past issues of Investment
Tracker.
•S
 pecial email alerts, so you’ll
have my most current thinking
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and my latest investment
recommendations at your
fingertips.
It’s everything you need to keep
your money both safe and growing
dramatically in all economic
environments.

Take advantage
of a 2-year
subscription and
get 5 Special Reports
worth $145—
absolutely FREE
Here’s my BEST DEAL.
Subscribe to Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker for 2 years for
the special rate of just $159. That’s
a savings of $115 off the regular
subscription price. And, in addition
to monthly forecasts and investment
recommendations, you’ll also receive
5 Special Reports—a $145 value,
yours FREE.

Special Report #1
How to
Increase
Profits 200%–
300% Using
the Money
Flow Cycle
Take
A $29 advantage of
value my proprietary
Money Flow
Analysis system to maximize your
profits—no matter what stage of the
business cycle you find yourself in.
You’ll explore the historical roots
of the business cycle. But, more
important, you’ll know where the
market is going (and what to do)

at each stage of the cycle. This is a
must-have resource for any serious
investor.

Special Report #2

A $29
value

How the
Prudent
Investor Can
Get Safe,
Predictable
10%–22%
Returns

Very few
investors know
about this unique and surprisingly
profitable opportunity. But you
could reap as much as 22% annual
returns or more on one of the safest
investments in the world. This
is a conservative safe-haven for
retirement or college savings. It’s also
one of the best places to invest when
preserving your wealth is crucial.

Special Report #3
Kenneth
Coleman’s Top
Investment
Strategies
Knowing
where the best
A $29 profits lie is
value only half the
battle. You also
need effective strategies for buying
and selling at just the right time. In
this information-packed report, you’ll
discover when to invest in gold, when
to switch to currencies and when to
invest in bonds, stocks and more.
With this report you’ll never be on
the wrong side of the market.

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

Special Report #4
How to
Make Money
Investing In
Micro Cap
Stocks
Learn the
A $29 secret to the
value profit-leveraging
power of micro
cap stocks. Discover how slight
movements in the market can
turn a micro cap company into a
powerhouse virtually overnight. In
this Special Report you’ll learn where
to find the right micro caps and how
you can use these gems to maximize
your portfolio like you never thought
possible.

Special Report #5

A $29
value

Kenneth
Coleman’s
Taking Stock:
How To Make
Mega Bucks
In An Energy
Crisis

If you keep
your cool
and stay alert you can find
opportunity in any crisis. In this
Special Report you’ll learn how
the rising cost of energy and the
shrinking supply of oil reserves are
combining to create a windfall for
investors who know what to look
for. With my detailed advice you’ll
not only survive the crisis, but thrive
with huge returns most investors will
miss.
This is your opportunity to
take advantage of 24 months of
Investment Tracker, my Money
Flow Analysis system plus 5 FREE
Special Reports to help you prosper
in the times ahead.
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Can’t commit to
24 months? Subscribe
for 1 year and still get
2 Special Reports FREE
Here is a GREAT DEAL. Take
advantage of a 1-year trial subscription to Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker for just $99.
You still save $55 off the regular
subscription price. PLUS you’ll
receive the Special Reports:

To subscribe, just pick up
the phone and call Toll-Free
1-800-663-2203 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, or return the enclosed
“New Subscriber Risk-Free Certificate”
today. You can also visit
www.colemangoldpick.com/
specialreport.html.
It’s only a matter of days or weeks
before the stock market bull returns
with a vengeance. Act now and you
could make a killing with select small
cap and mining stocks in the months
ahead.
With Investment Tracker in your
corner, you’ll know where to look for
maximum profits. And best of all,
you’ll know where to turn once this
bull market has had its run.

A $58
value
•H
 ow to Increase Profits
200%–300% Using the Money
Flow Cycle. A $29 value—
yours FREE!
•H
 ow the Prudent Investor
Can Get Safe, Predictable
10%–22% Returns. A $29
value—yours FREE!
And, no matter which term you
choose, you’re fully protected by
my…

Good-as-Gold
100% MONEY-BACK
Double Guarantee
❶ You must be absolutely
delighted with the forecasts,
commentary and profitable
investment picks that Investment
Tracker brings you or you’re entitled
to a 100% refund on the unused
portion of your subscription.

❷ If you decide to cancel, you
may keep all the issues you’ve
received and the Bonus Reports too,
with my thanks for trying my service.
What could be fairer than that?

Sincerely,

Kenneth W. Coleman
Editor, Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker

P.S. What are you waiting for?
Take advantage of this exclusive offer
and receive 24 months of Investment
Tracker and save over $115 off the
regular subscription price. PLUS
receive 5 FREE Special Reports no
investor should be without!
P.P.S. ONE LAST THING! If you
subscribe within the next 10 days,
I’ll send you an
additional Special
Report… Colombia
Goldfields: My
#1 Junior Gold
for 2006 (a $19
value—yours
A $19
value
FREE). It’s
your complete
evaluation of Colombia Goldfields to
help you make what could be the best
investment decision of your life.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-663-2203 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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Get every wealth-building, marketbeating, profit-generating strategy from
America’s #1 money flow analysis expert
for 2 full years…for just $159!
And get up to 5 FREE Investment Reports
plus a Quick Response Bonus Report—
a $164 value—yours FREE!

4 easy ways to
subscribe to
Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker


A $29
value

A $29
value

A $29
value

A $29
value

A $19
value

A $29
value

❶ CALL
Toll-Free

1-800-663-2203

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Save
71%!
❷ ONLINE

Pump up your profit potential with Colombia Goldfields!
What you should consider now

❶	G o online or call your discount broker to invest in Colombia Goldfields

Log on to

www.colemangoldpick
.com/specialreport
.html

(OTCBB: CGDF).

❷	S ubscribe now to my monthly newsletter, Kenneth Coleman’s

Investment Tracker, to follow my buy, hold and sell recommendations
on Colombia Goldfields and many other mining stocks, as well as a
wealth of other little-known investment opportunities.

❸	V isit www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html to read a full
version of this report online.

❸ FAX

Fax both sides of the New
Subscriber Risk-Free Certificate to

“My Good-as-Gold MONEY-BACK
Double Guarantee”

1-760-720-4208

1. You must be absolutely delighted with the forecasts,

commentary and profitable investment picks that Investment
Tracker brings you or you’re entitled to a 100% refund on the
unused portion of your subscription.

2. If you decide to cancel, you may keep all the issues you’ve received

and the Bonus Reports too, with my thanks for trying my service. What could
be fairer than that?
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❹ MAIL

Fill out and return the New
Subscriber Risk-Free Certificate
in the postage-paid envelope

Subscribe online: www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html

New Subscriber Risk-Free Certificate
Call Toll-Free 1-800-663-2203,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

4Yes! Count me in! I want to take advantage
q

of Ken Coleman’s deadly accurate Money Flow
Cycle and make 6 times or more my money
in the next 18 months. Please begin my riskfree subscription to Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker newsletter and send me
my FREE Special Reports.

q BEST DEAL, BEST VALUE!

Send me 24 months of Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker for just $159—and I save
over $115! Also, send me my flash email alerts
and 24/7 access to Ken’s website. PLUS send
me my 5 FREE Special Reports (a $145 value,
FREE), including:
•H
 ow to Increase Profits 200%–300% Using the Money Flow
Cycle (a $29 value)
•H
 ow the Prudent Investor Can Get Safe, Predictable 10%–22%
Returns (a $29 value)
•K
 enneth Coleman’s Top Investment Strategies (a $29 value)
•H
 ow to Make Money Investing In Micro Cap Stocks
(a $29 value)
•K
 enneth Coleman’s Taking Stock: How To Make Mega Bucks
In An Energy Crisis (a $29 value)

q GREAT DEAL, GREAT VALUE!

me 12 months of Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker for just $99—and I
save over $60! Also, send me my flash email
alerts and 24/7 access to Ken’s website. PLUS
send me my 2 FREE Special Reports (a $58
value, FREE), including:

       Send

•H
 ow to Increase Profits 200%–300% Using the Money Flow
Cycle (a $29 value)
•H
 ow the Prudent Investor Can Get Safe, Predictable 10%–22%
Returns (a $29 value)

q 10-day Quick Response
Bonus!

A $19
value

Order now!

For faster service, call Toll-Free

1-800-663-2203

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

✃

www.colemangoldpick.com/specialreport.html
Advertisement

Please select your preferred payment method
nclosed is my check/money order payable to  
q    EKenneth
Coleman’s Investment Tracker for $______ (USD).

q

Bill my:      q                          q  

Name on card:
Address:
City:
State:				

Zip:

Card #:
Expiration date:
3-digit security code:
Signature:
Daytime phone:
(Needed for credit card orders)
Email address:
(If you want to receive via email)

Please select your preferred method of delivery
q Please expedite delivery of the newsletter by sending it
by email. I’ve included my email address above.

q Please mail my copies to the address shown on the other
side of this page. I will be sure to make any corrections to
the address above or directly on the mailing label on the
reverse side before returning the New Subscriber Risk-Free
Certificate in the postage-paid envelope provided.

Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker

YES! I am ordering within 10
days. Send me Ken Coleman’s
FREE Bonus Report: Colombia
Goldfields: My #1 Junior Gold
for 2006 (a $19 value).

OR visit

CCI4413C

4805 Courageous Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92007

To subscribe, please call Toll-Free

1-800-663-2203
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please make any necessary changes to your name and address on the other side
of this page. Complete and mail this page in the postage-paid envelope provided.
Notice: All prices are in U.S. dollars.

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-663-2203 to subscribe 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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A SPECIAL INVESTOR’S NEWS FLASH
FROM GOLD EXPERT KEN COLEMAN

“An anomaly in the business cycle
will send the stock market soaring
in 2006!”…And this window of
opportunity is slowly closing
You must take advantage of these strategies
in the days ahead to maximize your profits
during this stock market boom…and after the
ride is over! SEE INSIDE

PLUS…Ken Coleman’s top
forecasts for GOLD
n D
 iscover how the new war on gold by the government

and the Fed is doomed to fail. Unless they change
their ways, gold is going upwards of $1,000 an
ounce—whether they like it or not. See page 15.

n Learn how adding gold and gold stocks to your

portfolio provides a shield of safety for the year
ahead—while bolstering returns. For the surprising
study see page 7.

n AND…See inside for details of Ken’s latest buy

signal for a little-known mining company—his #1
junior gold stock for 2006! The story starts on page 3.

Kenneth Coleman’s
Investment Tracker
4805 Courageous Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92007
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